Lesson Plan
"Night and Day Warm and Cool"

OBJECTIVE:
Create a drawing of night and day using line and warm and cool colors.

MATERIALS:
- Paper
- Pencil
- Crayons, Colored Pencils or Markers

Warm Colors to use for day include: Red, Orange and Yellow.

Cool Colors to use for night include: Blue, Green and Purple.

STEP 1:
Take a piece of paper and draw a diagonal line.

STEP 2:
Choose one side to represent night and one side to represent day. Use one corner for your sun and draw a crescent and a few stars on the other side.

STEP 3:
Add details such as straight and wavy lines to represent the rays of the sun. Add stars in any style.

STEP 4:
Use warm colors for coloring the sun and its rays. Use cool colors for the moon and stars.
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